
The Panasonic Multi-Cell DECT System keeps you 
in constant touch with colleagues and key customers 
wherever you are in the warehouse.

Need to Stay Connected?
We’ve Done the Heavy Lifting.

Panasonic DECT
Wireless Solution for Warehouses

Panasonic DECT handsets allow you to roam 
freely and still communicate seamlessly and 
effectively. Whether on the warehouse floor, at 
the loading dock, or moving from building to 
building in a large distribution hub, wireless 
DECT from Panasonic has your communications 
needs covered.

Anytime, Anywhere Access
Ideally suited for the busy warehouse or active 
distribution center, the ruggedized DECT handset 
protects against moisture or splashing water, 
prevents damage from accidental drops on the 
floor, and keeps dust from penetrating and 
adversely affecting performance.

Dust, Water and Impact-Resistant

Panasonic DECT wireless coupled with your 
Panasonic KX-TAW/TDA/TDE/NCP communications 
system offers the ideal mobile communications 
solution with up to a maximum of 128 cell stations.

Convenient and Scalable Solution



Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

www.Panasonic.com/PSNA

Handsets have a large, 6-line, blue backlit LCD and include all the features 
you’d expect such as Caller ID, personal and system speed-dials, and a 
built-in 100-entry phone book and distinct ring/LED options. The handset 
includes an intuitive Graphical Icon Menu and dynamic Operation Guidance 
with Soft Keys and a built-in Joystick.

This system provides automatic hand-over between installed cell stations 
- enhancing coverage and giving you true communication mobility even 
within large premises. Maintain high connection quality as you walk 
around, moving from one cell station area to the next while continuing 
with important business conversations.  

With Panasonic DECT, multi-system Registration allows you to roam 
across up to 4 different phone systems with one wireless DECT handset 
for maximum flexibility.

The KX-TD7696 with its IP54 dust and splash-resistance is a reliable 
communications companion when work takes you to the factory floor, 
warehouse or other harsh environments. Ideal for industrial, manufacturing, 
healthcare, retail and warehouse settings. The ruggedized case makes the 
unit shock resistant as well, to help prevent damage from the accidental 
drop on the floor.
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Elegant, Smart and Sturdy 
–  Business Mobility Terminals

Seamless Connectivity

A Rugged Model for Harsh Environments

Communication Made Easy
Panasonic offers reliable, flexible solutions for warehouses.

Panasonic offers a complete suite of communications, office productivity and networking solutions.
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